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Key Issue: Does the Alien
Tort Statute provide a
cause of action for
violations of international
law committed on foreign
soil?

Secondary Issue: Can
corporations be held
liable for violations of
international norms—like
genocide and torture—
under the ATS?

Both Sides: Although the
justices seemed attuned
to the policy problems
associated with U.S.
courts entertaining claims
for conduct occurring in
foreign sovereign
territory, they also
recognized that
precedent seems to
endorse extraterritorial
application of the statute.
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Foreign Affairs—Alien Tort Claims
High Court Explores Reach of ATS Abroad
While Looking for Modern Pirates Along Way
By Tom P. Taylor

The current applicability of a 1789 statute had the justices asking
themselves a novel question on the first day of the U.S. Supreme Court's
new term: Who are “today's pirates,” and where do they operate (Kiobel
v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., U.S., No. 10-1491, argued 10/1/12)?

While such a question might seem more at home in a room full of
Hollywood screenwriters, the justices found it helpful in parsing the reach
of the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1350—namely, whether it provides a
cause of action for conduct occurring outside the United States and within
the territory of a foreign sovereign.

The ATS provides that: “The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of
any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law
of nations or a treaty of the United States.”

Justice Stephen G. Breyer, operating under the long-standing assumption
that the ATS was originally passed, in part, to deal with the issue of piracy,
asked attorney Kathleen M. Sullivan, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan
LLP, New York, “If, when the statute passed, it applied to pirates, the
question to me is, who are today's pirates?”

Sullivan—representing the Royal Dutch Petroleum Co. and Shell Transport
and Trading Co. against allegations that they aided and abetted the
Nigerian government in human rights abuses against its citizens— noted,
however, that no case contemporaneous with the passage of the ATS
involved foreign conduct.

But it wasn't the 18th and 19th century cases that the court was most
interested in. Rather, the justices' questions focused on the so-called ATS
revival, beginning with Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1980),
and culminating with the Supreme Court's opinion in Sosa v. Alvarez-
Machain, 542 U.S. 692 (2004).

Both of those cases involved conduct occurring in foreign countries, and the framework for dealing
with ATS claims laid out by the court in Sosa, “should be given a chance to work,” Paul L. Hoffman,
Schonbrun DeSimone Seplow Harris Hoffman & Harrison LLP, Venice, Calif., argued for the Nigerian
plaintiffs.

Court Goes From Who to Where

This is the second time this case has come before the court in the past year.

The first time around, the court explored whether the ATS applied to corporations (80 U.S.L.W. 3499),
that is, whether “juridical” entities like the defendants can be civilly liable for violations of
international norms.

Specifically, the court looked at the allegations, made by former residents of the Ogoni region of
Nigeria—who later received asylum in the United States—that the defendant oil companies provided
material support to Nigerian soldiers who raped, tortured, and murdered their countrymen in an effort
to quash local resistance to oil exploration projects.

But the question of extraterritorial application of the statute permeated the first argument, and the
court quickly issued an order putting the case back on the calendar (80 U.S.L.W. 3506), and asking
the parties to address the issue directly.



Defendants' Piracy Problem

For Sullivan and the defendants, however, Sosa loomed large over their position that the ATS was not
meant to apply to conduct occurring outside the United States' borders.

The justices appeared to have accepted the idea that Sosa recognized piracy as one of the
foundational violations of the law of nations covered by the ATS.

Referring to piracy, Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. said, “I thought that was the most clear violation
of an international norm. The one thing that the civilized countries would agree on.”

But Sullivan said that even if that were true, piracy takes place on the high seas and does not involve
conduct that occurs within the territory of another sovereign nation.

The worst problems arise when we go into a foreign nation and project our law, Sullivan told the
court. That is why this court has adopted a presumption against the extraterritorial application of U.S.
law, she said.

But while he defended the presumption described by Sullivan, Justice Antonin Scalia seemed skeptical
about its application in this case.

“I believe strongly in the presumption against extraterritorial application,” he said. “But do you know
of any other area where extraterritorial application only means application on the territory of a foreign
country and not application on the high seas?”

Justice Elena Kagan took this argument one step further, quoting Sosa from the bench, in particular,
the court's reliance on Filartiga to support its ruling. Filartiga involved torture allegedly committed
entirely in Paraguay by the defendant.

“We gave a stamp of approval to Filartiga and Filartiga‘s understanding that there were certain
categories of offenders who were today's pirates.”

Breyer was even more blunt, noting, “If Hitler isn't a pirate, who is? And if, in fact, an equivalent
torturer or dictator who wants to destroy an entire race in his own country is not the equivalent of
today's pirate, who is?”

Will U.S. Companies Be Overexposed?

Hoffman, who began the argument but reserved a significant amount of time after facing minimal
questioning from the bench, fed on the justices' evocations of Sosa and Filartiga during his rebuttal.
He said:

The Alien Tort Statute as was applied to human rights cases from Filartiga on is
part of a trend in the world today. The trend in the world today is towards
universal justice for people that—and corporations that violate these kinds of
norms. That's the trend. In fact, the United States has been the leader in that.
Our government has proclaimed our leadership position to U.N. bodies and
around the world.

He also used his time to emphasize the point that alternative legal doctrines, such as personal
jurisdiction, forum non conveniens, and the political question doctrine, can successfully weed out
cases that do not belong in U.S. courtrooms.

Justices Samuel A. Alito Jr. and Anthony M. Kennedy, perhaps the two most vocal critics of the
plaintiffs' position, pressed Hoffman on the applicability of the political question doctrine.

“Suppose a case like this is brought in the United States and the State Department tells the district
court that allowing this case to go forward will have a very deleterious effect on U.S. foreign policy
and the welfare of U.S. citizens abroad,” Alito wondered. “What would happen in that situation?”

Hoffman responded that the political question doctrine would potentially apply. However, Kennedy
said that Alito's hypothetical did not illustrate a true “political question,” but rather “political
consequences,” which is “the whole point,” he said.

This was not the only criticism Hoffman's argument received from Kennedy.

Very early in the argument, Kennedy attempted to paint Hoffman into a corner by asking him to
confirm his “beginning proposition”:

And just to make it clear, it's your position … that if a U.S. corporation commits



 
an international law violation in the United States, that U.S. corporation can be sued 
in any court in the word?  

While Hoffman did not directly address the issue, Sullivan did seize on Kennedy's point later in 
her argument. The problem with extraterritorial ATS jurisdiction is “exactly the consequences 
Justice Kennedy began the argument with,” she said.  

“[I]f we say that a United States court can be open to try any accused law of nations violator 
anywhere in the world regardless of the place of the conduct, the other nations of the world 
seek to do the same to us.”  

Power of Persuasion  

Finally, Solicitor General Donald B. Verrilli Jr., was given 10 minutes on behalf of the federal 
government to argue the view that the ATS “should not afford a cause of action to address the 
extraterritorial conduct of a foreign corporation when the allegation is that the defendant aided 
and abetted a foreign sovereign.”  

The government's highly nuanced approach rejected an outright ban on extraterritorial 
application of the ATS, in favor of “categorical judgments” made by courts regarding a particular 
case's connection to the United States.  

But Scalia found this approach unsatisfactory, hypothesizing that the courts would be left at the 
mercy of the State Department to make these kinds of decisions for them.  

“[I]n the past, we have tried to get out from under our prior case law in the sovereign immunity 
area of asking the State Department” whether a case might have positive or negative effects on 
U.S. foreign policy interests, Scalia said.  

“We abandoned all that in the sovereign immunity field. Why should we walk back into it here?” 
he asked.  

Further, Scalia pointed out that prior administrations had taken a different stance on the same 
issue, adopting the position advocated by the defendants in this case.  

“Why should we defer to the views of the current administration?” Scalia asked.  

“Well, because we think they are persuasive,” Verrilli replied.  
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